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IMAGE PRINTING APPARATUS AND METHOD 
OF CONTROL THEREOF, AND INFORMATION 
PROCESSING DEVICE AND METHOD OF 

CONTROL THEREOF 

[0001] This application is based on Patent Application No. 
2000-277077 ?led Sep. 12, 2000 in Japan, the content of 
Which is incorporated hereinto by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0003] The present invention relates to an image printing 
apparatus for printing an image on a printing medium and a 
method of controlling the same. More particularly, the 
present invention relates to an image printing apparatus 
capable of printing an image on a printing medium When an 
operation mode is set to a print mode, and also relates to a 
method of controlling the same. 

[0004] Further, the present invention relates to an infor 
mation processing device capable of printing an image on a 
printing medium and photographing an optical image, and 
also to a method of controlling the same. More speci?cally, 
the present invention relates to an information processing 
device capable of controlling the setting of an operation 
mode of the device and to a method of controlling the same. 

[0005] 2. Description of the Related Art 

[0006] In conventional image printing apparatus, When a 
poWer is on, the apparatus is kept in a standby state of a print 
mode even if a printing medium, such as paper, is not set in 
the apparatus, i.e., the apparatus is Waiting for a command 
from the user. 

[0007] Because the conventional image printing apparatus 
is kept in the standby state of the print mode even When a 
printing medium is not set, i.e., a print operation cannot be 
executed, there is a problem that the electric poWer is Wasted 
for keeping the apparatus in the standby state. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0008] An object of the present invention is to provide an 
image printing apparatus capable of minimiZing poWer 
consumption and improving operability by performing a 
control according to Whether a printing medium is set, and 
also to provide a method of controlling the same. 

[0009] Another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide an information processing device capable of printing an 
image on a printing medium and photographing an optical 
image and still capable of minimiZing poWer consumption 
and improving operability, and to provide a method of 
controlling the same. 

[0010] In the ?rst aspect of the present invention, there is 
provided an image printing apparatus capable of printing a 
image on a printing medium When an operation mode is 
selected as a print mode, comprising: 

[0011] a detection means for detecting Whether the 
printing medium is set; and 

[0012] a control means for setting and/or canceling 
the print mode according to a result of detection by 
the detection means. 
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[0013] In the second aspect of the present invention, there 
is provided a method of controlling an image printing 
apparatus capable of printing a image on a printing medium 
When an operation mode is set as a print mode, comprising 
the steps of: 

[0014] setting and/or canceling a print mode accord 
ing to a result of detection as to Whether the printing 
medium is set. 

[0015] In the third aspect of the present invention, there is 
provided an information processing device comprising: 

[0016] a photographing section for converting an 
optical image into an electric image signal; 

[0017] an image printing section for printing an 
image by using a printing means according to the 
electric image signal produced by the photographing 
section; 

[0018] a loading portion for removably loading a 
printing medium on Which the image is to be printed 
by the image printing section; 

[0019] a detection means for detecting Whether the 
printing medium is loaded to the loading portion; and 

[0020] a control means for setting an operation mode 
of the device to a print mode to perform printing by 
the image printing section When the detection means 
detects that the printing medium is loaded. 

[0021] In the fourth aspect of the present invention, there 
is provided a method of controlling an information process 
ing device, Wherein the information processing device com 
prising a photographing section for converting an optical 
image into an electric image signal, an image printing 
section for printing an image by using a printing means 
according to the electric image signal produced by the 
photographing section, and a loading portion for removably 
loading a printing medium on Which the image is to be 
printed by the image printing section; the control method 
comprising the steps of: 

[0022] detecting Whether the printing medium is 
loaded to the loading portion; and 

[0023] setting an operation mode of the device to a 
print mode to perform printing by the image printing 
section When the detection step detects that the 
printing medium is loaded. 

[0024] With the present invention, by setting and/or can 
celing the print mode according to the result of detection as 
to Whether the printing medium is set, it is possible to 
implement a control conforming to the setting state of the 
printing medium. Thereby, minimiZing poWer consumption 
and improving operability are performed. 

[0025] For eXample, When the printing medium is not set, 
the print mode is automatically canceled to turn off the print 
mode standby poWer or turn off the poWer of a function 
portion related to the printing operation, thereby poWer 
consumption is reduced. Particularly When a limited poWer, 
such as a battery, is used, the present invention can eXtend 
the service time of the poWer. Further, by setting the print 
mode When the printing medium is set, the apparatus can be 
automatically transferred to the print mode, thus improving 
the operability. 
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[0026] The above and other objects, effects, features and 
advantages of the present invention Will become more 
apparent from the following description of embodiments 
thereof taken in conjunction With the accompanying draW 
1ngs. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0027] FIG. 1 is a front elevation vieW of a printer-built-in 
camera to Which the present invention is applicable; 

[0028] FIG. 2 is a perspective vieW of the camera in FIG. 
1 vieWing diagonally from the front thereof; 

[0029] FIG. 3 is a perspective vieW of the camera in FIG. 
1 vieWing diagonally from the back thereof; 

[0030] FIG. 4 is a perspective vieW of a medium pack 
insertable to the camera in FIG. 1; 

[0031] FIG. 5 is a perspective vieW shoWing an arrange 
ment of the main components Within the camera in FIG. 1; 

[0032] FIG. 6 is a perspective vieW of a printer section in 
FIG. 5; 

[0033] FIG. 7 is a perspective vieW in Which a portion of 
the printer section in FIG. 6 is dislodged; 

[0034] FIG. 8 is a perspective vieW of a carriage of the 
printer in FIG. 6; 

[0035] FIG. 9 is a perspective vieW of a component part 
of a printing medium carrying of the printer section in FIG. 
6; 

[0036] FIG. 10 is a perspective vieW of a component part 
of the ink supplying of the printer section in FIG. 6; 

[0037] FIG. 11 is a plan vieW illustrating that the medium 
pack is inserted into a component part of the ink supplying 
in FIG. 10; 

[0038] FIG. 12 is a block schematic diagram of the 
camera section and the printer section of the camera in FIG. 
1; 

[0039] FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram of a signal pro 
cessing performed in the camera section in FIG. 12; 

[0040] FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram of a signal pro 
cessing performed in the printer section in FIG. 12; 

[0041] FIG. 15 is a functional block diagram shoWing an 
essential portion of a control system to explain features of 
the present invention; and 

[0042] FIG. 16 is a How chart explaining the operation of 
the control system of FIG. 15. 

DETAIL DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0043] Embodiments of the present invention Will be 
described beloW by referring to the accompanying draWings. 

[0044] In the present speci?cation, “printing” (also 
referred to as “recording” in some occasions) means not 
only a condition of forming signi?cant information such as 
characters and draWings, but also a condition of forming 
images, designs, patterns and the like on printing medium 
Widely or a condition of processing the printing mediums, 
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regardless of signi?cance or unmeaning or of being actual 
iZed in such manner that a man can be perceptive through 
visual perception. 

[0045] Also, a “printer” and a “recording apparatus” mean 
not only one complete apparatus for carrying out a printing 
but also an apparatus having a function for printing. 

[0046] Further, the “printing medium” means not only 
paper used in a conventional printing apparatus but also 
everything capable of accepting inks, such like fabrics, 
plastic ?lms, metal plates, glasses, ceramics, Wood and 
leathers, and in the folloWing, Will be also represented by a 
“sheet” or simply by “paper”. 

[0047] Further, in the present speci?cation, a “camera” 
indicates an apparatus or device that optically photographs 
an image and converts the photographed image into electri 
cal signals, and in the folloWing explanation, is also referred 
to as a “photographing section”. 

[0048] Still further, an “ink” (also referred to as “liquid” in 
some occasions) should be interpreted in a broad sense as 
Well as a de?nition of the above “printing” and thus the ink, 
by being applied on the printing mediums, shall mean a 
liquid to be used for forming images, designs, patterns and 
the like, processing the printing medium or processing inks 
(for example, coagulation or encapsulation of coloring mate 
rials in the inks to be applied to the printing mediums). 

[0049] Meantime, one embodiment of a head to Which the 
present invention is advantageously employed is the 
embodiment in Which a thermal energy generated by an 
electrothermal converter is utiliZed to cause a ?lm boiling to 
the liquid resulting in a formation of bubbles. 

[0050] [Basic Structure] 
[0051] Firstly, a basic structure of a device according to 
the present invention Will be explained in vieW of FIGS. 1 
to 14. The device explained in the present embodiment is 
constituted as an information processing equipment com 
prising a photographing section for optically photographing 
an image and then converting the photographed image into 
an electric signals (hereinafter, also referred to as “camera 
section”) and an image recording section for recording 
image on the basis of thus obtained electric signals (here 
inafter, also referred to as “printer section”). Hereinafter, the 
information processing equipment in the present embodi 
ment is explained in the name of a “printer-built-in camera”. 

[0052] In a main body A001, there is incorporated a printer 
section (recording apparatus section) B100 at the backside 
of a camera section A100 in an integral manner. The printer 
section B100 records an image by using inks and printing 
mediums Which are supplied from a medium pack C100. In 
the present structure, as apparent from FIG. 5 illustrating the 
main body A001 vieWing from the backside With an outer 
package removed, the medium pack C100 is inserted at the 
right hand of the main body A001 in FIG. 5 and the printer 
section B100 is arranged at the left hand of the main body 
A001 in FIG. 5. In the case of performing a recording by the 
printer section B100, the main body A001 can be placed 
facing a liquid crystal display section A105 up and a lens 
A101 doWn. In this recording position, a recording head 
B120 of the printer section B100, Which Will be described 
beloW, is made to be positioned to eject inks in the doWn 
Ward direction. The recording position can be made to be the 
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same position as that of photographing condition by the 
camera section A100 and thus is not limited to the recording 
position as mentioned above. HoWever, in vieW of a stability 
of a recording operation, the recording position capable of 
ejecting the inks in the doWnWard direction is preferred. 

[0053] There folloWs the explanations of the basic 
mechanical structure according to the present embodiment 
under the headings of 1 as “Camera Section”, 2 as “Medium 
Pack” and 3 as “Printer Section”, and of the basic structure 
of the signal processing under the heading of 4 as “Signal 
Processing”. 

[0054] 1: Camera Section 

[0055] The camera section A100, Which basically consti 
tutes a conventional digital camera, constitutes the printer 
built-in digital camera having an appearance in FIGS. 1 to 
3 by being integrally incorporated into the main body A001 
together With a printer section B100 described beloW. In 
FIGS. 1 to 3, A101 denotes a lens; A102 denotes a vieW 
?nder; A102a denotes a WindoW of the vieW?nder; A103 
denotes a ?ush; A104 denotes a shutter release button; and 
A105 denotes a liquid crystal display section (outer display 
section). The camera section A100, as described beloW, 
performs a processing of data photographed by CCD, a 
recording of the images to a compact ?ash memory card (CF 
card) A107, a display of the images and a transmission of 
various kinds of data With the printer section B100. A109 
denotes a discharge part for discharging a printing medium 
C104 on Which the photographed image is recorded. A108, 
as shoWn in FIG. 5, is a battery as a poWer source for the 
camera section A100 and the printer section B100. 

[0056] 2: Medium Pack 

[0057] A medium pack C100 is detachable relating to a 
main body A001 and, in the present embodiment, is inserted 
through an inserting section A002 of the main body A001 
(see FIG. 3), thereby being placed in the main body A001 
as shoWn in FIG. 1. The inserting section A002 is closed as 
shoWn in FIG. 3 When the medium pack C100 is not inserted 
therein, and is opened When the medium pack is inserted 
therein. FIG. 5 illustrates a status Wherein a cover is 
removed from the main body A001 to Which the medium 
pack C100 is inserted. As shoWn in FIG. 4, a shutter C102 
is provided With a pack body C101 of the medium pack 
C100 in such manner being slidable in an arroW D direction. 
The shutter C102, Which slides to stay at a position indicated 
by the tWo-dots-and-dushed lines in FIG. 4 When the 
medium pack C100 is not inserted in the main body A001, 
While slides to a position indicated by the solid lines in FIG. 
4 When the medium pack C100 is placed in the main body 
A001. 

[0058] The pack body C101 contains ink packs C103 and 
printing mediums C104. In FIG. 4, the ink packs C103 are 
held under the printing mediums C104. In the case of the 
present embodiment, three ink packs C103 are provided so 
as to separately hold the inks of Y (yelloW), M (magenta) 
and C (cyan), and about tWenty sheets of the printing 
mediums C104 are stored in pile. A suitable combination of 
those inks and the printing mediums C104 for recording an 
image is selected to be stored Within the medium pack C100. 
Accordingly, the various medium packs C100 each having a 
different combination of the inks and the printing mediums 
(for example, medium packs for super high-quality image; 
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for normal image; and for sealing (seal partitioning)) are 
prepared and, according to a kind of images to be recorded 
and an use of the printing medium on Which an image is 
formed, those medium packs C100 are selectively inserted 
in the main body A001, thereby being able to perform an 
ensured recording of the images in compliance With the 
purpose by employing the most suitable combination of the 
ink and the printing medium. Further, the medium pack 
C100 is equipped With the beloW-mentioned EEPROM to 
Which is recorded the identi?cation data such as kinds or 
remaining amounts of the inks and the printing mediums 
contained in the medium pack. 

[0059] The ink pack C103, upon the medium pack C100 
is inserted in the main body A001, is connected to an ink 
supplying system in the main body A001, through three 
joints C105 each corresponding to the respective inks of Y, 
M and C. On the other hand, the printing mediums C104 are 
separated one by one using a separating mechanism Which 
is not shoWn in the ?gures and then sent to a direction of an 
arroW C by a paper feeding roller C110 (see FIG. 9). A 
driving force of the paper feeding roller C110 is supplied 
from an after-mentioned conveying motor M002 (see FIG. 
9) provided on the main body A001 through a connecting 
portion C110a. 

[0060] Further, the pack body C101 comprises a Wiper 
C106 for Wiping a recording head of the after-mentioned 
printer section, and an ink absorption body C107 for absorb 
ing the abolished inks discharged from the printer section. 
The recording head in the printer section reciprocates in a 
direction of the main scanning direction as indicated by an 
arroW A in such manner describing beloW. When the 
medium pack C100 is in the status of being removed from 
the main body A001, the shutter C102 slides to an position 
indicated by the tWo-dots-and-dashed lines in FIG. 4 to 
protect the joints C105, the Wiper C106, the ink absorbing 
body C107 and so on. 

[0061] 3: Printer Section 

[0062] The printer section B100 according to the present 
embodiment is a serial type employing an ink jet recording 
head. This printer section B100 is explained under the 
headings of 3-1 “Printing Operating Section”; 3-2 “Printing 
Medium Carrying”; and 3-3 “Ink Supplying System”, 
respectively. 

[0063] 3-1: Printing Operating Section 

[0064] FIG. 6 is a perspective vieW illustrating the entire 
printer section B100, and FIG. 7 is a perspective vieW 
illustrating the printer section B100 With a part partially 
taken out. 

[0065] At a predetermined position in the main body of the 
printer section B100, a tip portion of the medium pack C100 
is positioned When the medium pack C100 is placed in the 
main body A001 as shoWn in FIG. 5. The printing medium 
C104 sent to the direction of an arroW C from the medium 
pack C100, While being sandWiched betWeen a LF roller 
B101 and a LF pinch roller B102 of the beloW-mentioned 
printing medium carrying system, is carried to the sub 
scanning direction indicated by an arroW B on a pressure 
plate B103. B104 denotes a carriage Which reciprocates 
toWard a main scanning direction indicated by an arroW A 
along a guiding shaft B105 and a leading screW B106. 














